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A B S T R A C T   

The COVID-19 pandemic remains a significant problem involving health systems worldwide. Accurate and early 
detection of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection is critical for minimizing 
spread and initiating treatment. Among test methods, real-time reverse-transcriptase polymerase-chain-reaction 
(rRT-PCR) is considered the gold standard. Although this test has high specificity and relatively high sensitivity, 
the occurrence of falsely negative results in symptomatic patients and/or having a positive CT scan remains a 
challenge. Sources of error can be pre-analytical (sampling, storage and processing), analytical (RNA extraction, 
cDNA synthesis and amplification) and post-analytical (interpretation and analysis and test reporting). These 
potential sources of error and efforts to mitigate are reviewed in this article with an emphasis on the analytical 
phase.   

1. Introduction 

Coronaviruses are a large family of RNA viruses that cause a wide 
range of diseases from the common cold to some severe conditions such 
as Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS-CoV) and COVID-19. The 
first coronavirus was identified in the 1960s. These viruses have an open 
single-stranded RNA between 26 and 32 kb in length and also have two 
types of surface proteins that their names derived from feature appear-
ances. Coronaviridae family are divided into four genera, genotypically 
and serologically: Alpha, Beta, Gamma, and Delta coronaviruses. Coro-
naviruses are found in both humans and animals so that 30 species of 
coronaviruses have been identified in human, mammals and birds 
specimens. Human coronaviruses are categorized in alpha and beta 
species [1,2]. The outbreak of class B beta-coronaviruses, a virus with 
bat origin in 2002–2003 led to SARS-COV and in 2012 and later a camel- 
origin beta-coronavirus class C led to coronavirus-related Middle East 
Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) [3]. In late December 2019, a pneumonia 
in Wuhan, China, was reported, which later turned out to be caused by a 
coronavirus and was classified by the World Health Organization (WHO) 
as severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) due to 
its respiratory symptoms [4,5]. The new 2019 coronavirus has been 
shown to be a chimeric virus between bat coronavirus and other animals 
[6]. Studies have shown that the sequence homology between SARS- 
CoV-2 and SARS-CoV is equal to 79.5% [7,8]. 

It has been shown that patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 present 
some clinical presentations such as fever (High temperature), dry cough, 
fatigue, Myalgia, shortness of breath, headache, bleeding and diarrhea. 
Change in laboratory biomarkers such as leukopenia and lymphocyto-
penia, rise in several enzymes like Aspartate aminotransferase (AST) and 
Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), increase in High sensitive troponin I (hs- 
cTnI) and C-reactive protein (CRP) concentration have been also proved 
in infected patients. Furthermore, CT scan seems to be helpful in diag-
nosis of COVID-19 as revealed in previous studies [9,10]. However, 
these criteria cannot lead to final confirmation of the COVID-19 because 
there are some infections with similar symptoms such as influenza and 
SARS. Therefore, molecular diagnosis through rRT-PCR method and 
using specific primers and probes is introduced as the gold standard 
approach to determine and differentiate SARS-CoV-2 from other beta- 
coronaviruses such as SARS and MERS [11,12]. 

PCR is a highly sensitive laboratory technique that has been proved 
to be applicable in biological and medical sciences and has the ability to 
provide qualitative and quantitative results. A modification of PCR with 
diagnostic use is rRT-PCR, which is applied to detect target RNAs in 
clinical samples specially for diagnosing pathogens in molecular di-
agnostics laboratories [13,14]. 

Also, in the COVID-19 pandemic, rRT-PCR technique has been used 
to detect SARS-CoV-2 genome in biological specimens [12,15–17]. 
Despite the moderate sensitivity and high specificity and being approved 
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by the CDC and WHO as the gold standard test for confirmation of 
COVID-19, this method has showed a huge number of false negative 
results that should be highly considered [17]. The results of the test, can 
be affected by laboratory errors in three different steps including, pre- 
test errors and factors (pre-analytical) such as sampling method, sam-
pling location, sampling time, sample size, sample transfer and storage 
errors [18–21], factors during the test (analytical), such as nucleic acid 
extraction, cDNA synthesis, and PCR process [17,22] and finally post- 
analytical errors such as interpretation and analysis of results and test 
report (Fig. 1) [22]. Therefore troubleshooting and following the 
guidelines could effectively increase the accuracy and precision of the 
obtained results. In general, rRT-PCR troubleshooting is explained in 
three various pre-analytical, analytical, and post-analytical phases 
(Table 1). 

Due to the importance role of clinical laboratories in the manage-
ment of COVID-19 pandemic, especially in diagnosis and control of 
disease, it is quite crucial to minimize laboratory errors in order to 
prevent wasting time, budget and laboratory staff force. In the present 
review we have summarized the main source of errors leading to wrong 
results, especially in the level of analytical phase. 

2. Pre-analytical errors 

It has been shown that pre-analytical errors are an inevitable source 
of laboratory errors and with regard to SARS-CoV-2 identification these 
factors are more significant [23,24]. Therefore, determination and 
optimizing these errors can entirely improve the analysis process and 
has a vital role in COVID-19 diagnosis. One of the most important source 
of errors in pre-analytical level occurs in the sampling step. According to 

the CDC guidelines, the most important instructions that have a vital 
role on test result and accuracy and should be fully followed are proper 
sampling locations including nose and throat, tracheal tube, and sputum 
and also using standard equipment such as synthetic swabs made of 
nylon or dacron with aluminum or plastic shaft for sampling. In addi-
tion, do not use standard carrier tubes (contains unsuitable virus 
transport medium) and hastening in specimen collection (swabs should 
be held in place for 10 s and rotated three times) cause having not 
enough viral load for testing. It means that the sample has poor quantity 

Fig. 1. A summarized illustration showing the most important causes which create false results in SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnosis.  

Table 1 
Various causes of generating false results in different laboratory diagnostic steps 
of SARS-CoV-2.  

Pre-analytical 
phase  

• Incorrect sampling method  
• Incorrect sampling location  
• Incorrect sampling time  
• Inappropriate material for sampling  
• Inadequate sample volume  
• Incorrect handling, transport, storage and the pollution 

caused by them 
Analytical phase  • Low quantity and quality of extracted RNA  

• RNA contamination during extraction  
• Pipetting errors  
• Use of inappropriate sample volume for cDNA synthesis and 

PCR process  
• Improper primer and probe utilization  
• Using of inappropriate temperatures in the PCRprocess  
• Improper storage of PCR components  
• Using of non-calibrated samplers 

Post-analytical 
phase  

• Misinterpretation  
• Incorrect determination exact baseline and threshold  
• Unsuitable efficiency  
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and quality [25–27]. Moreover, the swab which impregnated with 
contaminants such as glove powder, food debris at the end of the throat, 
and other substances during the sampling have deteriorating effect on 
result accuracy [28]. 

After sampling, the swab should be transferred to a suitable transport 
medium. A tube containing 2–3 ml of viral transport media (VTM), 
isotonic saline solution, tissue culture solution and phosphate buffer can 
be used as a proper media for sample transportation [26]. It has been 
shown that use of PBS as a transport medium for more than 18 h could 
negatively impact on genome stability and molecular detection of SARS- 
CoV-2 compared to VTM [29]. 

The most important ways to minimize these errors are quick delivery 
of the swabs into tubes containing transfer medium, rapid transferring of 
the samples to laboratory and control the temperature and time condi-
tions of the sample (samples must transport at 2–8 ◦C for 72 h)[25,26]. 
Previous studies have reported that inadequate amount of viral load 
from infected patients in the early stage of disease and recovery period 
are the main issues for creating false negative results. A study by Basu 
et al. showed that time and temperature of nasopharyngeal swabs 
storage had no effect on the reproducibility of the results. However, 
incorrect sampling and storage could be proposed as important sources 
for creating wrong results, especially in samples with low viral load 
[30]. In some cases, despite the positive CT scan evidence suggesting 
COVID-19, the primary tests of these people were reported to be nega-
tive, but in subsequent repetitions, most of them demonstrated positive 
results until day 5.1 ± 1.5 [31–35]. Several studies have shown that in 
early stages of the disease, the virus is mostly located in nose, therefore 
sampling from throat and throat swabs are more likely to be false neg-
atives in this period, while nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal swabs 
are recommended 5 or 6 days after the onset of symptoms [36]. 

Thermal inactivity of samples in order to protect personnel from 
contamination can lead to decrease viral load, especially in samples with 
less amount of the virus, and therefore this preparation is not recom-
mended [37]. Also, it is important to consider whether the patients have 
received the antiviral drug before sampling or not [17,21]. Contami-
nation of surfaces, pipettors, and clothes by positive samples, PCR 
products or positive control vials, can lead to false positive results. To 
avoid that, different section of a molecular laboratory including sample 
extraction, preparation of primers and reagents and also rRT-PCR pro-
cessing must have separate sections [38]. Besides, there is no evidence if 
sampling time during the day, eating and brushing influence the test 
accuracy. Finally, it could be concluded that following the recom-
mended methods and protocols (CDC and WHO protocols) in relation 
with COVID-19 sampling can eliminate numerous errors and eventually 
increase the accuracy of rRT-PCR results. 

3. Analytical errors 

In contrast to numerous guidelines and reports on pre-analytical 
errors, there is a paucity of data about analytical errors in rRT-PCR 
test for SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnosis. However, according to previ-
ous guidelines on rRT-PCR method, there are useful and applicable in-
formation that could be considered for SARS-CoV-2 molecular detection. 

One of the important errors occurs in the nucleic acid extraction step 
and highly impacts on the quantity and quality of the extracted RNA. 
These criteria can be influenced by the presence of protein and DNA in 
the extracted sample, and would lead to decreased efficiency of rRT-PCR 
process. The main contaminating proteins in the nucleic acids extraction 
process are nucleic acid-binding proteins, which can interfere with the 
cDNA synthesis reaction and especially the PCR process [39,40]. 

Choosing a proper RNA extraction procedure is a consequential step 
for a valid real-time PCR result. Currently, three main extraction pro-
tocols including automatic extraction, magnetic method and column 
based method are developed to be used for SARS-CoV-2 RNA extraction. 
The automatic method has known as the safest and fastest method with 
minimal staff intervention. However, this method requires special 

extraction devices which are not available in many laboratories espe-
cially in low income countries. Magnetic and column based methods are 
widely applied in developing countries. The magnetic method does not 
require a centrifuge and also has a simple operation; nevertheless 
contamination with magnetic particles could highly affect the PCR 
process. It was confirmed that the column based method is fast and 
reproducible, although this process requires centrifugation and also 
there is a possibility of aerosol contamination through frequent opening 
and closing of microtubes [41]. Therefore, according to the current 
crucial conditions, choose of extraction methods and their process must 
be done carefully. 

The quality and quantity of extracted RNA may also be influenced by 
RNA degradation via endogenous and exogenous ribonuclease enzymes 
(RNase). Endogenous RNases can be originated from cell lysis and 
exogenous RNases may derivate from contaminated devices or other 
surfaces and causes false negative results. Final extract should be dis-
solved in RNase free water to prevent further degeneration of RNA by 
these enzymes. Therefore, one of the main sources of error is the pres-
ence of these enzymes and as a result a low viral load that further lead to 
false negative results [42]. 

There are several agents that negatively impact on PCR efficiency 
such as glove powder, salts, detergents and organic molecules like 
phenol and ethanol, therefore should be avoided or minimized in RNA 
extraction process. Also, it is important to avoid extracted nucleic acid to 
be exposed to UV radiation that can reduce the sensitivity of the test 
[28,42]. 

To avoid the molecular laboratory environment being affected by 
aerosols or particles containing virus or viral genome, separate and 
specific areas must be considered for the equipment (centrifuges, 
pipettors, etc.) and the consumables (microtubes and pipettor tips and 
gloves, reagents and even extracted RNA). The workflow should be 
designed from a clean area to a dirty area [25,38]. 

The storage of primers and probes (− 20 ◦C) has major role in the 
occurrence of errors. Successive freezing and thawing decrease their 
stability and the efficiency of reaction. The incorrect storage and 
contamination with fluorescent materials can lead to the diffusion of 
their color, increase the background color and ultimately reduce their 
signal to noise. Furthermore, long term light exposure of these oligo-
nucleotides can reduce their efficiency in PCR procedure. The enzymes 
and master mix should be used and stored according to manufacturer’s 
instruction and avoid frequent freezing and thawing. Moreover, since 
the repeated defrosting may lead to inactivity of materials and eventu-
ally inhibiting the reaction, it is highly important to prepare master mix 
after enzymes defrosting on ice [25]. 

Pipetting the exact amount of extracted RNA and enzyme has major 
role in cDNA synthesis process [43]. Samples with lower amount of RNA 
(low viral load, incorrect extraction and incorrect pipetting) can result in 
higher CT values (CT > 40) and ultimately lead to misinterpretation of 
the test [25]. Therefore pipetting style, calibration of pipettors and 
methods of RNA extraction before testing should be qualified and vali-
dated [31,40,43,44]. In single-step reactions in which both reverse 
transcriptase and polymerase processes occur in one tube, the low target 
value for polymerase activity, misinterpretation and wrong analysis is 
supposed to occur for samples with low RNA levels [44]. High concen-
trations of RT enzyme have an inhibitory effect on the amplification 
phase. Impaired calibration of thermal cyclers can result in non-optimal 
temperature and cycle times (high or low). Moreover, common problems 
such as un-calibrated pipettors or low-skilled operators may lead to non- 
optimal concentration of reaction components [38]. 

One of the most important reasons for producing false negative re-
sults that should be considered is specimens with low viral load which 
might report negatively, by common rRT-PCR methods. Therefore, it is 
important to consider other strategies that can overcome the limitations 
of rRT-PCR method. In a study by Falzone et al. droplet digital PCR 
(ddPCR) was shown to have more sensitivity and specificity than rRT- 
qPCR for detecting samples with low viral load. Therefore, to improve 
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COVID-19 diagnosis procedure and also to determine whether a patient 
has been completely recovered from the disease or not, alternative 
methods such as ddPCR should be considered [45]. 

Due to identification of different genes in the SARS-CoV-2 genome 
and evolution of new rRT-PCR modifications, various organizations and 
research centers have designed different primers and probes to identify 
and diagnose COVID-19 (Table 2). Identifying SARS-CoV-2 specific se-
quences is the important goal in diagnosis and cause to specifically 
differentiate SARS-CoV-2 genome from other viruses with similar 
genomic regions. One of the most important challenges in SARS-CoV-2 
rRT-PCR assay that should not be forgotten is choosing a primer with 
the highest efficiency. The five regions in the SARS-CoV-2 genome are 

widely used for designing primer including Nucleocapsids (N), Envelope 
(E), RNA polymerase-dependent RNA (RdRp), ORF1ab, and Spike (S). It 
has been proved that ORF1ab, N and RdRp primers have higher sensi-
tivity, specificity and positive predictive value than the others. The 
occurrence of mutation and recombination in virus genome makes 
COVID-19 detection quite difficult. To improve method sensitivity and 
to overcome this issue three main factors including primer concentra-
tion, primer degeneration, and design primers for multi-target detection 
should be more considered. In general, the E gene is used to screen pan- 
sarbecovirus and the RdRp and the N gene are used to confirm SARS- 
CoV-2 infection [46]. The related sensitivity and specificity were re-
ported as 96.6% and 100% for Nucleocapsids, 96% and 100% for 

Table 2 
Summary of primers use for COVID-19 diagnosis [48].  

Institute Gene targets Sequence Diagnosis criteria 

US CDC, USA Three targets in N gene N1: 
F: GACCCCAAAATCAGCGAAAT 
R: TCTGGTTACTGCCAGTTGAATCTG 
P: 5′-FAM-ACCCCGCATTACGTTTGGTGGACC- BHQ1-3′

N2: 
F: TTACAAACATTGGCCGCAAA 
R: GCGCGACATTCCGAAGAA 
P: 5′-FAM-ACAATTTGCCCCCAGCGCTTCAG- BHQ1-3′

N3: 
F: GGGAGCCTTGAATACACCAAAA 
R: TGTAGCACGATTGCAGCATTG 
P: 5′-FAM-AYCACATTGGCACCCGCAATCCTG-BHQ1-3′

Negative: no Ct value or Ct value ≥
40 
Positive: Ct value < 37 
Gray zone: Ct value range between 37 
and 40  

National Institute of Infectious 
Diseases, Japan 

Pan-corona and multiple targets, 
Spike protein 

N: 
F: AAATTTTGGGGACCAGGAAC 
R: TGGCAGCTGTGTAGGTCAAC 
P: 5′-FAM-ATGTCGCGCATTGGCATGGA-BHQ1-3′

China CDC, China ORF1ab and N ORF1ab 
F:CCCTGTGGGTTTTACACTTAA 
R: ACGATTGTGCATCAGCTGA 
P: 5′-FAM-CCGTCTGCGGTATGTGGAAAGGTTATGG- 
BHQ1-3′

N 
F: GGGGAACTTCTCCTGCTAGAAT 
R: CAGACATTTTGCTCTCAAGCTG 
P: 5′-FAM-TTGCTGCTGCTTGACAGATT-TAMRA-3′

Negative: no Ct value or Ct value ≥
40 
Positive: Ct value < 37 
Gray zone: CT value range between 
37 and 40 

Institute Pasteur, Paris, France nCoV_IP2, nCoV_IP4, E nCoV_IP2: 
F: ATGAGCTTAGTCCTGTTG 
R: CTCCCTTTGTTGTGTTGT 
P: 5′-FAM-AGATGTCTTGTGCTGCCGGTA-BHQ1-3′

nCoV_IP4: 
F: GGTAACTGGTATGATTTCG 
R: CTGGTCAAGGTTAATATAGG 
P: 5′-FAM-TCATACAAACCACGCCAGG-BHQ1-3′

E: 
F: ACAGGTACGTTAATAGTTAATAGCGT 
R: ATATTGCAGCAGTACGCACACA 
P: 5′-FAM-ACACTAGCCATCCTTACTGCGCTTCG-BHQ1- 
3′

Charité, Germany RdRP, E, N RdRp: 
F: GTGARATGGTCATGTGTGGCGG 
R: CARATGTTAAASACACTATTAGCATA 
P: 5′-FAM-CAGGTGGAACCTCATCAGGAGATGC-BBQ-3′

E: 
F: ACAGGTACGTTAATAGTTAATAGCGT 
R: ATATTGCAGCAGTACGCACACA 
P: 5′-FAM-ACACTAGCCATCCTTACTGCGCTTCG-BBQ-3′

HKU, Hong Kong SAR ORF1b-nsp14, N ORF1b-nsp 14: 
F: TGGGGYTTTACRGGTAACCT 
R: AACRCGCTTAACAAAGCACTC 
P: 5′-FAM-TAGTTGTGATGCWATCATGACTAG- TAMRA- 
3′

N: 
F:TAATCAGACAAGGAACTGATTA 
R: CGAAGGTGTGACTTCCATG 
P: 5′-FAM-GCAAATTGTGCAATTTGCGG- TAMRA-3′

National Institute of Health, Thailand N N: 
F: CGTTTGGTGGACCCTCAGAT 
R: CCCCACTGCGTTCTCCATT 
P: 5′-FAM-CAACTGGCAGTAACCA- BHQ1-3′
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ORF1ab and 95.7% and 88.9 for RdRp, respectively [47,48]. Hoang 
Quoc Cuong and colleagues compared three different sets of primer- 
probe targeting E gene from TIB-Molbiol, IDT, and Phu Sa using two 
different PCR mixes including Invitrogen SuperScript III One-Step RT- 
PCR and LightCycler Multiplex RNA Virus Master. All sets of primer- 
probes showed highly and relatively similar sensitivity for detecting E 
gene. The authors proposed that a combination strategy by which 
different sets of primers are applied should be considered to increase the 
testing capacity in the screening programs [49]. 

In addition to general criteria that should be considered for primer 
design such as primers with a length between 16 and 28 nucleotides, a 
Tm between 50 and 62 ◦C for a GC content between 45 and 55% that 
should differ not more than 5 ◦C, an annealing temperature 5 ◦C lower 
than Tm with the best value between 50 and 55 ◦C, designing primers 
with at least two G/C bases and no A base in the 3ʹend and finally 
avoiding primers that could create 3ʹend self-complementary, hair pains 
and other related issues, there are some specific cautions that could 
improve the rRT-PCR assay. One important tip by which false negative 
results could be decreased, is designing primer with a Tm of 60 ◦C and 
annealing temperature of 55 ◦C to be able to amplify genomes with a 
mismatches. With regards to probe design, the hydrolysis efficiency 
increases provided that the probe located near the upstream primer. In 
addition the 5ʹend of primer should not start with a G base. Finally, 
compared to the loops, the region that is rather to design primer is the 
stem structures, because of their higher stability [46]. 

CDC reports primers related to a Nucleocapsid protein associated 
gene (N gene) known as N1, 2, 3. In contrast, the WHO recommended 
primers from the RdRp, E and N genes. Therefore, the different types of 
primers and probes used in various laboratories may have significant 
effects on the diagnostic accuracy, diagnostic window, sensitivity and 
specificity of the test [11,17,26,44]. Comparison of two major protocol 
for efficient diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 including Charité protocol which 
targets E, RdRP, and N genes and CDC protocol which is developed to 
detect three N genes (N1, N2, and N3 genes) revealed worthy informa-
tion about usefulness of each method. One predictable founding is that 
the cotton swabs lead to negative results and should not use for sam-
pling. Also N, N2 and N3 assays had no analytical specificity because 
they made known negative samples amplified. Furthermore, the N1, E 
and RdRP assays showed better amplification efficiency (93.4%, 86% 
and 110%, respectively) which indicated their higher diagnostic effi-
cacy. On the other hand the higher diagnostic sensitivity which was 
determined by measuring the limit of detection (LOD), was observed in 
N1 (21 copies/reaction) and RdRP (33.7 copies/reaction). Finally, the 
N1 assay showed more positive results than E, and RdRP. The obser-
vation that E assay shows better diagnostic capability than RdRP is 
inconsistent with this fact that RdRP has better amplification efficiency 
and LOD as compared to E assay. This issue might be related to the 
presence of cellular contents which affected the frequency of target 
gene. In addition, because the N gene sequence located in most sub-
genomic regions, it has the high expression level and in contrast, the 
RdRP presents in the ORF1b region and therefor has low expression. All 
in all, the results of this study showed that the N1 assay has all needed 
diagnostic criteria to detect SARS-CoV-2, efficiently [50]. 

Nowadays, mutations in SARS-CoV-2 genome are going to be the 
most important concern in diagnosis of COVID-19 disease. Studies on 
the presence of haplotypes and mutations in virus genome have revealed 
that this viral evolution not only explain the difference in response to 
individual immunity, severity, pathogenicity, and transmissibility, but 
also alter diagnostic accuracy of rRT-PCR, which can explain the reason 
of the mismatch between the primer and probe with the virus genome 
[51,52]. In a recent study the effect of genetic variations on the results of 
rRT-PCR have assessed and also the researchers studied whether how 
these variations can impact on the sensitivity of the test. They found 
11,627 of genome included single nucleotide mutations in the SARS- 
CoV-2 genome that might impact on PCR assay procedure. About 26% 
of the variations were high risk and among them 8251 variations would 

affect the annealing step of the N gene forward primer in National 
Microbiology Data Center (NMDC) panel assay. Also several variations 
with much lower importance were reported specially in the RdRp 
reverse primer, Probe (RdRp_SARSr-P2) or even forward primer biding 
region of the WHO assay. Although most of these variations would not 
decrease the sensitivity of PCR procedure in the panel level, due to in-
crease in genome variations and to mitigate the risk of loss in diagnostic 
efficiency, several targets should be combined in an efficient diagnostic 
panel for SARS-CoV-2 [53]. Each of above mentioned problems may be 
considered as errors that lead to false negative results in COVID-19 rRT- 
PCR testing. 

4. Post-analytical errors 

There is a paucity of studies which have reported post analytical 
laboratory errors associated with detection of COVID-19. Nevertheless, 
these errors may happen during this phase of process. One of the most 
common sources of error is data misinterpretation by operator. By 
drawing an accurate diagram for base line and thresholds, curves and 
appropriate controls and ensuring test sensitivity, the probability of 
these misinterpretations could be greatly reduced. For example, if the 
standard curve line slope increase, it leads to decreased efficiency, 
increased cycle of threshold (CT) and decreased sensitivity of the 
method. This type of error causes to falsely increase the CT of the curves 
with low concentration of RNA or cDNA. There is a possibility of pattern 
destruction, which is usually due to frequent freezing and thawing of 
standards or use of very low concentration patterns [23,54]. 

The amplification curves are important to determine exact baseline 
and threshold. RRT-PCR results for positive COVID-19 should have a CT 
less than 40, and the results more than 40 should be considered as 
negative result. Samples with a CT values of 37–40 must be re-sampled. 
The first step in troubleshooting results with no typical S shape curve for 
internal control and a positive or negative results for target genes, is re- 
analyzing the PCR process. If the results repeated, re-sampling is inev-
itable. Determining the best threshold depends on the prevalence of the 
disease in a specific region, so that during the peak period, higher CT can 
also indicate the disease, but when the prevalence is reduced, CT should 
be determined low. Real-time PCR is a very sensitive method so that the 
pipetting, quality of components, calibration of equipment and tem-
perature lead to variable and improper Results. Therefore, uses of in-
ternal controls improve the accuracy of PCR process [22,25,38,39]. 

The efficiency of the real time RT-PCR reaction is a pivotal factor. 
The optimal efficacy is 90–110%. The efficiency more than 110% can be 
an inhibitory factor for PCR, which can lead to decrease CT and misin-
terpretation. The efficiency of less than 90% can be resulted from non- 
optimal concentrations of primers, magnesium ion, polymerase 
enzyme and more than 5℃ difference in Tm of the forward and reverse 
primers, as well as, non-optimal temperature. Altogether, optimal effi-
ciency is necessary to accurate and valuable PCR results and should be 
considered before data analysis [23,39,55]. 

5. Conclusion 

We reviewed some possible source of false-negative or false-positive 
results. Regarding to the priority of COVID-19 diagnosis, all aspects of 
error generation (pre-analytical, analytical and post-analytic) should be 
optimized and comprehensive protocols should be prepared. 

As mentioned, pre-analytical errors are considered as the main 
possible sources of errors in diagnosis of COVID-19. There are several 
potential factors for pre-analytical errors including, sampling equip-
ment, sampling location and sampling time. 

With regards to analytical phase, RNA extraction is the main concern 
and its quantity and quality can be considered as vital factors in diag-
nosis; so standard guidelines must be followed. Primer design, its 
preparation and storage condition along with other PCR components 
and also pipettor calibration should be performed perfectly. Depending 
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on the type of primer used, the rRT-PCR process should be optimized 
and if the mutations in the virus genome are reported, new approved 
primers should be replaced. 

In post analytical phase, it is essential to use a variety of positive and 
negative controls to confirm and interpret the obtained results. There-
fore, using controls is crucial for every run and the results should analyze 
according to the controls. Finally, personnel who analyze and interpret 
the data should have required knowledge and abilities. 
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